
2021 PROPOSALS

No new proposals.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SECOND VOTE ON 2020 PROPOSALS 2020

Vote

2021

Vote

1. Keep the auto team. YES ____

2. Add text in bold and remove suspension from 11.1, page 7 of rulebook.

11. A violation of any of the IR, suspension, or other rules will be resolved using one of the 
following methods, starting at the top and working down, stopping at the first resolution that 
does not, itself, violate an IR/suspension rule. 

11.1. If an IR violation, the IR will be reinstated into the starting roster retroactively and 
that player's points will be used instead of the replacement player's points.
11.2. If 3 weeks are possible, the 3-week suspension rule will be used.
11.3. A backup player's points will be used (first to last).
11.4. A developmental player's points will be used, namely:
a) The previous week's top scorer.
b) If a tie, the first name after an alphabetical sorting of the Developmental Squad. 

YES ____

3. Add to Transaction Charges section, page 5 of rulebook, after number 13.

A transaction is charged when switching an IR replacement player, except if replacement 
player is traded or moved up from developmental. 

YES ____

4. Hire an assistant coach.

1) Pick an Offensive or Defensive Coordinator.
2) Pick a coordinator on a team that finished in the bottom half in yardage rank (16-32) the 
previous year.
3) Draft the coach in Spring Draft.
4) Reward and Penalty: 

3rd round draft pick in college draft = Top 4 in yardage rank (Green Zone)
-1 on development = Bottom 4 in yardage rank (Red Zone)

5) If assistant coach becomes NFL head coach, you may hire him as your head coach.
6) Replace assistant coach when he is no longer a coodinator or a coach on the same NFL 
team.
7) You may replace the assistant coach after 4 years.
8) A head coach that is also a coordinator may be hired if not a HC on a BBFL teams. 

YES ____

Yr-RshYds>1200 (Rsh+RecYds>1200): 00-13; 01-10; 02-12; 03-14; 04-10; 05-12; 06-11; 07-9; 08-9; 
09-8; 10-10; 11-7; 12-10; 13-7; 14-6; 15-2; 16-7 (15); 17-3 (10); 18-3 (13); 19-5 (17); 20-2 (10)


